MORE THAN
JUST A GLASS BOTTLE
At the heart of i9 bottle is a unique informed tag
which positively affect water’s natural balance and
vitality. Through establishing right balance water
regains natural molecular structure (aliveness).
The technology behind i9 products is backed by 30
years of research & innovation and was developed
by a team of world class inventors, who received
over 90 international awards & recognitions for their
exceptional achievements. The process of informing
is based on the principles of Homeopathy and
supported by the work of leading scientists, extensive testing and scientific principles, which are
fundamental to modern physics (quantum mechanics).

informed water bottle

RECOGNITIONS BY
RENOWNED ORGANISATIONS
Scientists at the German Institut fur
Elektrophotonik (Berlin) carried out
extensive GDV (gas discharge visualization)
CERTIFICATE
tests on the i9 informed water bottle by
employing Kirlian camera. Their tests showed a
substantial increase in human bio-field after drinking
water from the i9 informed water bottle, compared to
drinking water from a regular glass bottle.

Guinness World Record

holder for swimming the entire lenght of the Amazon river

"If it wasn't for Poznik TP and informed water,
I wouldn't be alive today!" - Martin Strel

Enhance BIOFIELD up to +12%
Reduce STRESS LEVEL up to -25%

www.i9bottle.com

Globally Awarded Technology

www.i9bottle.com

HELPING WATER TO
BALANCE & VITALITY

i9 INFORMED WATER BOTTLE

TECHNOLOGY TP

The i9 high-quality glass water bottle
is equipped with an informed tag
which ensures effectiveness of the
bottle.

At the heart of the i9 bottle is a unique
TP tag enriched with carefully selected
numerical codes.

Soon after water (or a natural juice, smoothie or
other liquid) is poured into the bottle, the information
contained in the glass and the tag helps your drinking water return to its naturally pure state thus leading to noticeable changes.

This carefully selected information is transferred to
the information tag via powerful orgone emitters.
Institute of Electrophotonics in Berlin carried out
extensive tests using GDV camera. Tests revealed
drinking water from i9 informed water bottle
improves human energetic bio-field by over 12%, as
well as lowers stress levels by some 25%, when
compared to drinking water from a normal glass.

Water regains its natural molecular structure
(aliveness), becomes softer and more pleasant to
drink.

CHROMOTHERAPY
Nature provides us with amazing, yet
simple solutions. Every individual can
use this energy for treatment and
disease prevention.
When exposed to sunlight, water in a coloured
container absorbs the positive vibrations of that
particular colour. This is the basic principle of chromotherapy. With the help of thousands of carefully
selected sets of information (positive information)
you can truly experience the wonderful well-being
provided by nature.

SCIENTIFIC
TESTS
Several scientific tests have shown that water is clearly positively influenced by the
i9 informed watter bottle and TP technology.
Some test results:
Double blind tests have shown that the human bio-energetic field increases by an average of
12% after drinking water from the informed water bottle
Allium tests have shown that informed water substantially reduces chromosomal oddities.
Berlin Institute of Electrophotonics have shown that i9 bottle lowers stress levels by some
25%, when compared to drinking water from a normal glass.
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